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Prominent scholar announces ‘Dominican Blue Book’
By Ramona Hernandez, Dominican Studies Institute

New York.- The Dominican population in the US is now over 1.5 million people, comprised of long-standing and freshly-
arrived immigrants, as well as a rapidly-expanding second and third generation.  Each one of these groups has multiple
stories to tell as their lives unfold and as they move forward. The Dominican Blue Book, the first publication of its kind, tells
the story of Dominicans in higher education.

Published on the occasion of the 20th anniversary of the formal approval of the CUNY Dominican Studies Institute by the
Board of Trustees, the Dominican Blue Book features a handful of graduates who epitomize the educational trajectory of
Dominicans at the City University of New York (CUNY), the largest public urban institution of higher education in the United
States, from which over forty-thousand people of Dominican descent have graduated.

The Dominican Blue Book provides a glimpse at the accomplishments of Dominicans in education; it offers a window to a
Dominican story that ends with millions of laughing faces, here and there, and in every place where Dominicans happen to
reside.  The achievements of these alumni, deeply admirable when viewed individually, also have tremendous meaning
when considered in a larger societal context. Each graduate highlighted in the Dominican Blue Book justifies the migratory
movement, but most importantly, embodies the realization of the collective dream of the Dominican people.

The Dominican story simultaneously complicates, contradicts, and most importantly, transcends stereotypes, and therefore
needs to continue to be told. The CUNY DSI Dominican Intellectual Legacy Gala and the Dominican Blue Book offer our
well-wishes and an opportunity to rejoice in the progress Dominicans have made while ensuring that our legacy continues to
flourish.
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